we note that X, F, and P can be expressed by Pauli
Inatrices. (4) by cyclically permuting S, T, R, and P, X, F. It is obvious that we can write
T~= , '(S++S )-, R~=-;(S+wiS )
. (5) is that besides being invariant under I. , it should belong to the second of the above three possibilities. This is achieved by making a product of two quantities of the same kind, i.e. , S~S~', S S ', T~T+', T T ', R+R+',
R l6
The electromagnetic interaction of a spinor belongs to the type S+S+', while the pion-nucleon interaction belongs to the type 5 S ', which both are invariant under P only. The parity-nonconserving Fermi interactions: p(1&ps) q $(1&7s)r) and sty"(1&y,) q py"(1&ps)rl belong respectively to R+R+'-type and T"+T"+'-type, which are respectively invariant under F and X. 
